It's time to re-enchant Skincare and Makeup business in LA!
MakeUp in LosAngeles will open its doors on 23 & 24 February at the LA Convention Center.
It's the BEST opportunity to discover innovations and product launches, network and understand the
trends to come, co-create with the key players of the market and settle the cosmetics industry of
tomorrow during 2 days of intense business.
Once again, we have handpicked for you the Top suppliers
in Formulation, Packaging, Accessories, Full Service and Ingredients.
This year, 22 new suppliers have joined the MakeUp in Los Angeles experience: they are thrilled to
display their latest offerings and know-how!
Discover the new exhibitors' full list here

THEY JOINED THE ADVENTURE!
A&H INTERNATIONAL COSMETICS - ACT BEAUTY France - CAPARDONI & C. SRL – CATALENT COSMETEC S.R.L. – CRODA - INNOCOSTEC CO., LTD - INNOVATIVE COSMETICS CONCEPTS - JU
SYSTEM - MARK & TEAMS CO., LTD. - MS BEAUTILAB USA - NECOS SRL - NF BEAUTY GROUP
- NUWEN / SETALG - PHARMA COS SRL - PRECIOUS COSMETICS - QUALIPAC USA - RC PACKAGING
- SGB PACKAGING – SOMATER - STUDIO360LABS - VETRONAVIGLIO SRL

DOWNLOAD MY BADGE
While waiting for our show, check out some of our new exhibitors' offers!

ACT BEAUTY
ACT BEAUTY presents the new primer ball brush, a new
tools for skincare and pre-makeup routine. It has a rotating
aluminium ball for cold massage under the eyes and a
decongesive action. Its silicone applicator for free and safe
contact permits the precise application of hydrating
creams, serums, paints or masks.
Booth H5

CAPARDONI BEAUTIFULL PACK
GIAVA, THE NEW GLASS JARS 6 OR 10 ML. with cap shiny
or matt from mould, or in the elegant and trendy version
gold rose metallized with embossed logo, Many versions
are available for the cap of this particular little jar. A
perfect product for beauty, in particular for creams,
eyeshadows, lips & cheeks, and gloss. One of the most
important feature of Giava glass is the wide base that
allows to pick up all the bulk inside, avoiding waste of
product. The shive, in LDPE, is available as optional
accessory.
Booth B30

COSMETEC S.R.L.
Cosmetec "Naturelle" makeup collection includes a
complete range of highly performing makeup products
with high percentage of natural and organic ingredients.
Cosmetec is authorized by CCPB, COSMOS (Ecocert and
ICEA) and NATRUE to produce natural and organic
makeup product, sure enough Naturelle collection offers
different products with 97/100% of natural ingredients and
certified "Organic".
Booth F27

JU SYSTEM
One touch press the button on the top unlike existing jar
which is screw type
1) Easy to open(screw closure -> One touch press / No
screw action)
2) Two hands open -> One hand
3) A new way of opening structure, especially when your
hands are slippery with products
4) Inner jar is refillable by twisting
Booth A24

MARK & TEAMS
Based on their very close relations with good formula and
packaging manufactures in Korea, any type of skincare
products is available in their library. Just name it and they
will make it!
Booth B36

NUWEN
Dry shampoo is applied on hair roots, it will absorb excess
oil, leaving the hair fresh and clean without having to wash
it out. It is therefore a good way to give a fresh look to the
hair and allow longer intervals between shampoos. Dry
shampoo is also available on colored version: blond,
chestnut and brown. Available in COSMOS NATURAL or
COSMOS ORGANIC certified formula. 100% of ingredients

of natural origin. Waterfree.
Booth B12

PHARMA COS
In powders they trust: multishade-tasselli, cassata, beads,
baked powders, marbled baked powders and hybrid
powders… Such a wide range of products makes them a
reliable partner working to make dreams come true.
Booth D34

QUALIPAC USA / GROUPE POCHET
A fun and highly customizable compact with refill
capabilities by stacking layers that can swivel around a
virtual hinge or simply by changing the pan in each layer.
Come and find out more it and their other collection
items here.
Booth C14

RC PACKAGING
"Yuan" represents round shape, fate and good luck in
Chinese. There is lip gloss, lipstick, palette, powder
compact, eyeliner and eyebrow pencil in this range.
Interchangeable top plate and customized base insert of
the palette can offer various decorative options to
customers.
Booth F19

VETRONAVIGLIO SRL
NOAH 30 ml, 100% born and produced in Milan, Italy. This
latest jewel, a handy plastic bottle designed by "casa"
Vetronaviglio for MakeUp and Cosmetics is available in
PP/PE and customizable with silkscreen and hotfoil
stamp. Create your own foundation chart with different
shades and we will show and enhance them by color
matching the bottles. Easy to recycle by producing the
entire packing in PP offers the advantage to be
monomaterial, being therefore the ecofriendly solution for
your collection.
Booth E11

Meet all the key players of the beauty industry at MakeUp in LosAngeles, 23 & 24
February 2022!
Download my badge

Visiting inquiries:

Exhibiting inquiries:

Léa MITROU-DUMONT

Adriana RODRIGUEZ

lea.mitrou-dumont@infopro-digital.com

adriana.rodriguez@infopro-digital.com

Follow us to discover more

MakeUp in LosAngeles
23 & 24 February 2022
LA Convention Center

contact@makeup-in-losangeles.com
www.makeup-in-losangeles.com

